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Did u lately receive a package which was not sealed properly and hence had to suffer a loss. Do
you want to tap your carâ€™s leather upholstery which was bitten by your neighborâ€™s kid last weekend
while playing? Well there are numerous such situations where taping is required in order to enhance
the looks as well as provide protection to the package. packaging tape is used in everyday life for a
number of packaging applications at work, home or school..

Packaging tapes can be either of PSA type which firmly sticks on to the application surface when
pressure is applied or water activated type where in order to use the tapeâ€™s adhesive water has to be
applied on the sticky surface. Further packaging tapes can even be single sided or double sided.
Sometimes packaging tape even have a protective film which needs to be peeled off in order to use
the underlying adhesive..

A good tape must perform well in wide temperature range. It must have an excellent stick ability with
clarity, UV stability and chemical and moisture resistance so that it holds on firmly to the surface itâ€™s
being glued on. These tapes are essential for packaging if you wish to send fragile parcels. These
high strength tapes would keep them safely sealed and free from any damage..

A vital component of shipping and handling process these tapes also serve as an attractive and
affordable way to advertise your business by customizing the tape as per your needs. Custom
packaging tapes makes it easy to identify and track your package. These tapes reduce the risk of
loss as they are tamper free and pilfer proof. You just need to do a bit of research in order to
analyze which tape would best suit all your needs. Ship all the packages tension free with strong
and reliable packaging tapes.
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For more information on a packaging tape, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a packaging tape!
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